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I am returning the Worthington Miner script.

If I had been given this without the knoWledge that it's a
Worthington Miner presentation, written by tl«> wel1-lmolll
and accepted writars, my inclination would have been to
toss it in the round brown file. In other words, I don't
think the script is any world beater.

Specifically, I feel there is a lot of wasted time building
up to the point. There is good positive value in the
affection of the ldds tor the driver, and the father and son
relationship is interesting, but it doesn't seem to me to
call for the melancholy the soript seems to EOCUde.

~......GGIE SCHUE

The meat of the show is, of course, in the trial scene, and
there is good dramatic stuff (any argument with elllOtional
heat is always good), but I find it quite stereotyped in its
handling. Maybe it oanlt be handled better in a schoolroom
set up, so I question the sohoolroom as the best location.
The arguments are neither brilliant ('Which they, of oourse,
cannot be because they are given by ordinary people) - nor
are they true-life because here the ordinary people do not
speak like people.

Let's face it, this is a hard nut to crack and this script
doesn't craok it. I think the writers mould have worked a
little harder at getting their stuff down on paper before
they put it into script form.

The very act of slanting the characterizations destroys some
of the acceptability of the script. For example, the head
rabble rouser (the fasoist, if you will) is a rather snotty,
crotellety little mot. Just because he is not liberal in
his politics is kardly reason to port~ him as a minor arch
fiend. I'm afraid these disoiples of liberalism underrate the
brain power of the right 'Wing so that intolerance bounces
back upon itself and in his own way the liberal wishes to
force contonnity on the fascist.
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I don It think the father put across a real solid reason for
not sign.ing the loyalty oath and never once did anybody
tell me in the script what the loyalty oath is -- what it
says. If itrs a positive swearing of allegiance, as child
ren do in school every day, 'what IS wrong wi th it? If it rs
not, what is it? The script doesn't enlighten me••

As for acceptability by stations, which is probably what
you really want me to tell you, I would hate this to be an
audition film on which an entire series depended. I donrt
think even Mr. Miner's name as producer w::>uld help it in
acceptability. Certainly, I canrt see any commercial adver
tiser paying for it.

Love and kisses.

eyqql~
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I saw this pilot film yesterday for the first time and I was impressed
very much with it. There are a few minor flaws but they're too trivial to
even mention at this point. My overall feeling was that I liked it - I liked
it very much. As a result, I devoted some thought to making it more
palatable to potential commercial sponsors - and I think I have come up
with a gimmick. I don't think you will be enthused about my idea because
it will probably offend all your icEalistic principles - but in the hard world
of television it is sometimes necessary to compromise ideals with prac
ticality and realism (end of philosophy).

I am going along on the assumption that the series is planned along
the same lines as this pilot film. In other words, that it will always be a
story that will present a challenge to the viewer in that no resolution of the
problem will be presented. Briefly my idea is this: At the beginning of the
program - before the story actually starts - we would have a teaser in the
form of an announcement that would say, substantially: "Be sure to listen
at the end of this program for details of a contest sponsored by the FFR in
connection with this program." Then, at the end of the program you announce
three prizes - first, second and third - for the three best letters giving the
best solution to the problem presented, letters to be postmarked not later
than one week from the date of the program, winners to be announced two
weeks from the date of the program; the contest to continue each week for
so long as "The Challenge" remains on the air. The prizes need not be
munificent - but they should be in the form of cash. Maybe $250 for the
first prize, $100 for the second and $50 for the third. The details could
of course be worked out later if there's any interest in this suggestion.
It should, however, be clearly emphasized the prizes are being offered by
the FFR.

I'd like to point out that the most successful television programs are
those which give away something for nothing. The $64, 000 program gets
top rating week after week. These programs are confined to the people who
appear as contestants. My idea leaves the field wide open for all viewers
to compete. In order to compete they have to (1) watch the program and (2)
give it a little thought. This is exactly what the Fund is trying to do. In
addition, it is then presented to a potential sponsor as a dramatic series
with audience participation. If, in the selling job, the emphasis is laid
on the audience participation - you might very well be sUJII'ised at the interest
shown. Don't you think it's worthy a try?




